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Abstract 

In this article, we are going to show about how to present  the  visual metaphors in advertisements .The 

advertisement is familiar to attract consumer and make you think and aware about that and some 

advertisements arerelated to social cause and somepromote their products through  advertisements . 

In this article, we attempt to show how metaphor plays an important role in the correct interpretation of 

advertisements as an impressive source to convey the central idea that the advertisers want to convey.  

Here, we will show you the impact of visual metaphor in advertisements, how they are connected with you and 

try to make you aware about their products and services and maintain the relationships between consumers and 

advertising agencies. 
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1. Meaning and Definition 

 

1.1 Visual 

1.1.1. Visual meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary is - Relating to seeing, something such as a 

picture, photograph, or piece of film used to give a particular effect or to explain something. 

1.1.2. Visual meaning in the Collins English Dictionary is - Relating to sight, or to things that you can see. 

1.1.3. Visual meaning in the by Merriam-Webster is –   Relating to, or used in vision. 

 

1.2. Metaphor   

1.2.1. Metaphor meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary is :- an expression, often found in literature, 

that describes a person or object by referring to something that is considered to have similar characteristics to 

that person or object 

1.2.2. Definition of Metaphor by Collins English Dictionary Metaphor definition: A metaphor is an 

imaginative way of describing something by referring to something else... 

1.2.3. Definition of Metaphor by Merriam-Webster is – Metaphor definition is - a figure of speech in which a 

word or phrase literally denoting. The word daisy, for example, comes from an Old English word meaning. 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/expression
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/found
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/literature
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/describe
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/person
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/considered
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/similar
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/characteristic
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/person
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/object
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1.3. Advertisement  

1.3.1. Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary advertisement definition: A picture, short film, song, 

etc. that tries to persuade people to buy a product or service, or a piece of text that tells people about a job.   

1.3.2. Meaning in the Collins English Dictionary Advertisement definition: An advertisement is an 

announcement online, or in a newspaper, on television. 

1.3.3. Definition of Advertisement by Merriam-Webster: Something (such as a short film or a written notice) 

that is shown or presented to the public to help sell a product or to make an announcement. : a person or thing 

that shows how good or effective something is, the act or process of advertising. 

 

1.4. As per interpretation  

1.4.1. Visual: Visual is an act of seeing an object with your eyes, and experiences the delights of 

visualization. The eye-catching objects are one of the delightful visual experiences. 

1.4.2. Metaphor: Metaphor is the usage of an object to showcase its similarity with another object. It could 

be an object, notion or an activity which acts an epitome of similarity to something else. 

1.4.3. Advertising: Advertising is a source of publishing, broadcasting an advertisement. Advertising is 

crucial mean to convey a message to the masses in a lucid yet powerful manner. 

 

1.5. Visual Metaphor Definition  

1.5.1. Visual metaphor is the representation of a person, place or idea by a visual image that suggests a 

particular association. (Nordquist,2015) 

1.5.2. A Visual metaphor is an unusual pairing of two elements that creates a new meaning that neither 

element had alone, thus creating a whole new conceptual visual expression. (Bateman, 2014) 

1.5.3. A visual metaphor is an image used in the place of or in conjunction with another to suggest an analogy 

between the images or make a statement with them. 

1.5.4. A metaphor uses two things - such as a vivid statement or a dramatic visual - to suggest another thing. 

And does so without the "like" or "as.". (Messaris, 1997) 

 

2. Introduction 

Morris (2001) sees metaphors as devices that ―enable the extension of ideas beyond experiences‖ (p. 944). 

Particularly persuasive, metaphors are ubiquitous in verbal and visual language. ―It is through them that we are 

able to understand our world and express ourselves—from describing attitudes to defining objects‖ (p. 945). 

Metaphors have a fundamental role in thought processes as they provide a framework for organizing 

information about the world and for making sense of experiences (Kaplan, 1990). Peppers (1942) writes that 

root metaphors determine people‘s worldview by providing meaningful categories of perceptions and 

experiences.   According to Lakoff and Johnson (1980), metaphors enable the understanding of one concept in 

terms of another. Metaphors have been known to increase the persuasive power of speeches (Morris and 
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Waldman, 2011) because they ―appeal to the senses, enliven the discourse, and make it easier to attend to the 

arguments‖ (Bowers & Osborn, 1966, p. 147). Applied to advertising, McQuarrie and Phillips (2004) found that 

compared to the impact of straightforward claims, consumers who saw ads with metaphors had more positive 

thoughts about the product being  promoted. Visual metaphors offer ―a commentary on the details of life‖ 

(Zinkhan and Gelb, 1990). ―The visual metaphor conveys the notion that the biggest (and most essential) part of 

the examined phenomenon remains unseen or under the surface. This dual function of visual metaphors—to 

organize information and to give it additional meaning— is not their only benefit‖ (Eppler, 2003, p. 82). Some 

studies indicate that visual metaphors facilitate recall (Kaplan 1992). ―While verbal metaphors require receivers 

to create their own image (which may or may not be ‗correct‘ or even make sense), a visual metaphor has done 

part of the ‗work‘ of comprehending the comparison being generated‖ (Morgan and Reichert, 1999, p. 4). Based 

on the foregoing literature, this study asks: RQ3: What visual metaphors were present in the condom ads? Were 

the four continents different in terms of the visual metaphors depicted in their ads?  

 

3. The Visual Metaphor 

Before diving into the concept of the visual metaphor, it may be helpful to first define theterm ―metaphor‖ in 

general. According to Berger (2012), the metaphor is a form of analogy, or―A mode of communication in which 

meaning is generated by making comparisons‖ (Berger2012, p. 241). A metaphor is actually a strong analogy 

which suggests equivalence between thetwo objects/things being compared (Berger, 2012). For instance, if you 

say that your love is arose, then you are using a metaphor. Suggesting such equivalence will cause the receiver 

of yourmessage to attribute qualities of a rose to your love. So, a rose is beautiful and if your loveis a rose then 

your love must be beautiful as well (Berger, 2012). 

Such comparisons or metaphors can be (and often are) portrayed through the use of visualsrather than words. 

This ability to make such a strong comparison can be very valuable from anadvertiser‘s stand point since the 

visuals in an ad have been found to be the most importantelement of an ad in capturing the target‘s attention 

(Pieters & Wedel, 2004). Furthermore, Sullivan (2008) suggests that you are able to do more with an image than 

you can with words. 

He states that ―... (you can) say with one image what you might need 20 words to say. Visualsget a lot of work 

done quickly and simply‖ (Sullivan, 2008, p. 61). These features of an imagedescribed by Sullivan (2008) can 

be especially helpful to advertisers when trying to get theirmessage across. Not only do they often have limited 

space in an advertisement, but the viewer isonly willing to contribute so much time to examining an ad. The 

message needs to get the viewer interested fast to maintain this attention. 

 

4. Impact of Visual Metaphors in Advertising  

Visual is something to seeing by eyes and directly connected to the human and create an image in mind. Its 

plays a wonderful role to catch the target audience by the help visual things and these visual thing remains a 

good impressions on the consumers mind and make a bond between the products and consumers. Advertising 
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companies and services are working about these things how to promote and create the images forever in 

memory. 

We all know that day by day adverting companies are facing the competition in the market with their 

competitors because the products consume by the consumers is like ―First impression is the last impression‖ so 

the Advertising companies trying to make a good impact to their consumers through the Visual Metaphors in 

Advertisements to make a bond between their products and consumers 
 

5. Examples 

5.1. Parachute Oil Advertisement 

 

In this advertisement of oil,which is  namedafter Parachute Oil, it shows a girl's hairand someone is playing with 

her hair, it shows how your hair become longlasting and strong when you start using this hair oil just like the 

parachute,which has the capacity to endure severe conditions and stay unbreakable. 

This pictorial advertisement shows if consumer will apply this oil in the hair then the hair becomes more strong 

and powerful. 

 

5.2. Oil Advertisement 

This advertisement of oilshows the growth of black hair like tall trees with strong roots,which prove your hair's 

roots shall become so strong upon using this oil. 

This pictorial advertisement shows thatt hair oil showing the faith in product and this faith makes your hair 

strong and beautiful. 
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5.3. Olay  

 

In this advertisement about this cream showing an actress because using this cream for female skin  

Thiscompany use a actress because that is known face for audience so customer or consumer attracted and trust 

the personality who endorse the product . This cream for make your skin so fair and beautiful like actress  
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5.4. Smoking  

 

In this advertisement we see a man smoking and other we a small mouth under that man mouth that is child 

mouth so if we smoke so we are Making air more polluted so it's effects other also and include your family and 

children too. Making smoker sick and his family too 

As we know that smoking is harmful for health and life but mainly it's using and everyday millions people use 

cigarettes. We know that everyday some death caused because of lungs cancer and other but related to smoking 

and pollution. 

As we know that because of smoking our atmosphere and fresh sir will be destroy so mainly we see that major 

cities are high pollution rates people inhale harmful polluted air and harmfully effect to body. As you are child, 

man, woman etc... 

If you are non-smoker but air pollution affects all the citizens of country so.  

5.5. Kohinoor Red Chilli Powder   
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This advertisement showing that the red chilli pack of Kohinoor is reliable like home made in India .we know 

that from Indian culture is like mostly people make red chilli in there homes , while ladies make the mixture 

using some machine hand made ... So this advertisement showing reliablity of Kohinoor red chilli powder like 

home made powder and faith sign and originality also. 
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5.6. Coca Cola  

 

Coca cola is famous brand about soft drink is mostly running all over world this advertisement shows coca cola 

is a life without it can't live it .. 

Coca cola is a lovely drink, mainly people love that drink everyday . 

coca cola shows life without coca cola is nothing is connected with consumer soul and this advertisement shows 

the coca cola is the soul of consumers. 

 

 

5.7. Pepsi 

 

We know that Pepsi is a soft drink and a 

international product and well brand all 

over world. 

In this advertisement it showing a pack of 

Pepsi in the place of blood pack while use 

when someone in critical condition or blood 

needy so it's showing the Pepsi is so 

important and it's in your blood ( running in 

blood ) . It's a lovely healthy drink anyone 

wants. This advertisement shows if 

consumer  drink pepsi then they will be 

energentic feel after drink this . 
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5.8. ParleGluco 

 

In this advertisement it showing a pack of biscuits and showing with  cute baby child .As we know that this 

advertisement of parle Gluco is old one and from years to years it runs in everyone mindsand reliable brand of 

biscuits . 

this advertisement shows that it is only for baby child who love it eat it while they hungry and the name of 

Gloco means it‘s a biscuits of Glucose.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.9. Polar beer  

 

In this advertisement that company use polar beer because we know that polar bear lives in Antarctica and 

coolest places where is ice and snow. So this advertisement mean that air conditioning that machine make your 

home so coolest like polar bear can live. 
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As we know that air conditioning is so important in summer time so everyone wants to make their place so cool 

like Antarctica with Soo Cooling. 

 

6. Conclusions  

 

In this research paper it's shown that how the Visual metaphor impact the advertisement and how it's used and 

make us aware about them and their advertisements works . 

Metaphors are widely known,and their usage incommunicationand the Advertising is highly influential to 

exchange the beauty of a language and impact the product brand value, market value. 

This article deals with variety of visual metaphors in the advertisements to convey their message in more lucid 

form as well as magnifies the impact it carries on the general mindset. 

It helps to establish a compatible relationship between consumers and advertising industries. 

These visual metaphors enhance the product in terms of aesthetics, market values, and boost the rapport among 

the advertisers, products and the consumers. 

Please try to add the need of customers and then how they are to be converted into consumers because 

customers are to be attracted and then they are converted to consumers. 
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